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The tests will help familiarise students with the format and requirements of the Reading and Writing/Listening and
Speaking papers. The With Key edition includes the complete tapescripts and answers for the listening papers, and full
examiner's notes for the oral tests. It also contains four exam format practice tests for each of Paper 3, 4 and 5 of the
Cambridge IGCSE English as a Second Language (Core and Extended Levels).
Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations. Develop your students computational thinking and programming
skills with complete coverage of the latest syllabus from experienced examiners and teachers. - Follows the order of the
syllabus exactly, ensuring complete coverage - Introduces students to self-learning exercises, helping them learn how to
use their knowledge in new scenarios Accompanying animation files of the key concepts are available to download for
free online. See the Quick Links to the left to access. This book covers the IGCSE (0478), O Level (2210) and US IGCSE
entry (0473) syllabuses, which are for first examination 2015. It may also be a useful reference for students taking the
new Computer Science AS level course (9608).
Skills-focused resources to support the study of Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level Global Perspectives, for first
examination in 2018. Feel confident exploring key global issues from multiple perspectives with Cambridge IGCSE® and
O Level Global Perspectives, a brand new coursebook from Cambridge University Press to support study of the
Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level Global Perspectives syllabuses, for first examination in 2018. Taking a completely skillsbased approach, and written by a Global Perspectives specialist, the coursebook is structured around the key skills
students must demonstrate, with references to relevant syllabus set topics. Each chapter contains multiple activities to
encourage active engagement, assessment practice opportunities and differentiation support so that teachers can focus
on the particular needs of their class.
Cambridge IGCSE and O Level Geography has been written specifically for Cambridge International syllabuses 0460
and 2217. Filled with sources, graphs and case studies, the coursebook requires students to examine a range of
information, helping to build their analytical skills. Written by highly experienced authors and Cambridge trainers, this
coursebook is updated to support both Cambridge IGCSE and O Level students. It includes clear and practical support,
case studies from 25 different countries, fieldwork ideas and a range of interesting content. The accompanying CD-ROM
contains support sheets for the topics covered, outline maps and sample exam-style questions. Answers to the activities
are in the teacher's resource.
Offers clear, practical support for students for the CIE syllabus The teachers workbook goes alongside the pupil book.
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Written by an experienced IGCSE teacher and CIE teacher trainer, English as a Second Language offers clear, practical
support for students. Endorsed by the University of Cambridge International Examinations for use with the syllabus, It is
divided into succinct units based on the skill areas of the IGCSE examination. The units adopt a lively approach to the
subject, utilising a diverse range of stimulus material. They also include imaginative and stimulating exercises designed
to build confidence and develop the skills needed to succeed in the examination. A students workbook is also available.
Please note this title is still being made available for students sitting their examinations in 2015. Our second edition
supports the updated syllabus for first examination 2016. Textbook and free CD-ROM, endorsed by Cambridge
International Examinations for the IGCSE syllabus in Information and Communication Technology (0417) for final
examination 2015. - Written by experienced examiners and teachers, who bring a wealth of theoretical knowledge and
practical experience to both the book and the CD - Ensures that students are fully prepared for both the written theory
paper as well as the two practical papers. - Each Section of the syllabus is fully covered in the text book, with clear
explanations and plenty of tasks and activities. - The CD contains source files for the tasks and activities, as well as
examination-style questions (with model answers) and a glossary.
Comprehensive second editions of History for the IB Diploma Paper 2, revised for first teaching in 2015.
This title is endorsed by Cambridge Assessment International Education to support the full syllabus for examination from
2023. Written by renowned expert authors, our updated resources enable the learner to effectively navigate through the
content of the updated Cambridge IGCSETM Information and Communication Technology syllabuses (0417/0983). Develop skills when working with documents, databases and presentations: detailed step-by-step guidance demonstrates
precisely how to perform a full range of software skills. - Build an understanding of theory: concepts are carefully
explained and consolidated with a range of different activities. - Tackle spreadsheets and website authoring with
confidence: challenging ideas are fully exemplified, with plenty of opportunity to practice using embedded Tasks. Navigate the syllabus confidently: learning content is clearly mapped to the syllabus, with introductions to each topic
outlining the learning objectives. - Consolidate skills and check understanding: activities and exam-style questions are
embedded throughout the book, alongside key definitions of technical terms and a Glossary.
Developed for the CCEA Specification, this Teacher File contains detailed support and guidance on advanced planning,
points of emphasis, key words, notes for the non-specialist, useful supplementary ideas and homework sheets.
Authentic examination papers for learners preparing for the revised Cambridge English: Young Learners from 2018. This
Answer Booklet accompanies Cambridge English: Flyers 1 Student's Book and Audio CD. It contains answers for all
three tests, the tapescripts and examples of the type of interchange to expect in the Speaking test. It also includes the
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Cambridge English: Flyers Vocabulary list, organised by theme. An Audio CD (which contains the listening sections of
the tests) and the Student's Book are available separately.
Biometrics are used widely in various real-life applications today. There are a number of potential biometric applications
that include different areas such as personal recognition, identification, verification, and others. It may be needed for
safety, security, permission, banking, crime prevention, forensics, medical applications, communication, face finding, and
others. This book is specifically dedicated to biometric research, applications, techniques, tools, and algorithms that
originate from different fields such as image processing, computer vision, pattern recognition, signal processing, artificial
intelligence, intelligent systems, and soft computing. The main objective of this book is to provide the international
community with an effective platform in the area of people identity verification and authentication from physiological and
behavioral aspects. This publication provides an effective platform for helping and guiding readers, professionals,
researchers, academicians, engineers, scientists, and policy makers involved in the area of biometrics.
The Cambridge IGCSE Physics Coursebook has been written and developed to provide full support for the University of
Cambridge International Examinations (CIE) IGCSE Physics syllabus (0625). The book is in full colour and includes a
free CD-ROM. Topics are introduced in terms of their relevance to life in the 21st century. The CD-ROM offers a full
range of supporting activities for independent learning, with exemplar examination questions and worked answers with
commentary. Activity sheets and accompanying notes are also included on the CD-ROM.Written and developed to
provide full support for the Cambridge IGCSE Physics syllabus offered by CIE.
This book offers a wealth of ideas and support for ways to bring poetry alive, drawing on what is known to work, and
exploring exciting fresh ideas. It will help you to teach poetry with imagination and confidence, so that you can try new
things whilst still meeting national curriculum requirements. An enjoyable and uplifting book, it is a must for anyone
working with children aged 5 to 14 who is looking for inspiration for their poetry teaching.
The most practical and up-to-date approach to the latest Cambridge IGCSE ICT syllabus. This second edition
encourages students to apply practical ICT skills in context, building exam confidence and achievement. To strengthen
students' assessment potential, interactive tests are included via online access.
Offers coverage of the latest University of Cambridge International Examinations IGCSE ICT syllabus. Includes colourful and up-to-date
photos, clear diagrams and artwork, full-colour screenshots taken using the latest software, helpful margin features, exercises throughout and
summaries at the end of each chapter. Appeals to students of all abilities with straightforward language and visual stimuli throughout.
Includes up-to-date and relevant case-study material. Enables students to develop examination skills with exercises and quick questions
throughout, end-of-chapter summaries to aid revision and a mock Paper 1 and Paper 2 in the back of the book. Free Exam Café CD with
each Student Book contains revision advice, interactive revision questions for each chapter and interactive exam practice questions with
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model answers and tips. Author Biography Dr Roger Crawford is a Senior Lecturer in Education at the School of Education and Professional
Development, University of Huddersfield, where he coordinates teacher training in ICT. Roger taught ICT and Mathematics in schools in the
UK, New Zealand and Australia for 17 years. He was an OFSTED inspector for secondary schools for more than 10 years and also works as
a consultant. He is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Educational Assessors and a member of the British Computer Society.
We are working with Cambridge International Examinations to gain endorsement for this new edition of the worldwide bestselling Student's
Book. Now including Brian Sargent in the expert author team, alongside first edition authors Graham Brown and David Watson, this book has
been fully revised and updated to cover every part of the latest Cambridge IGCSE ICT (0417) syllabus. - Written by experts, who bring a
wealth of theoretical knowledge and practical experience to both the book and the CD - Ensures that students are fully prepared for both the
written theory paper as well as the two practical papers - Covers each section of the syllabus with clear explanations and plenty of tasks and
activities Every Student's Book includes a CD that contains source files for the tasks and activities.
It is becoming known that information and communications technology has the potential to increase development in the areas of health,
education, governance, and business in impoverished countries. Thus, new levels of integration and applications must be studied in order to
expand this research area further. Sustainable ICT Adoption and Integration for Socio-Economic Development is a pivotal publication
featuring the latest scholarly research on current updates regarding adoption, integration, and application of communication devices and
applications across the various aspects of human progression. Highlighting a number of topics and perspectives such as inclusive education,
e-governance, and e-democracy, this book is ideally designed for researchers, government officials, and academicians seeking current
information on the application of new technological tools for both social and economic growth in various countries.
Cambridge IGCSE Business Studies Revision Guide has been designed specifically to meet the requirements of the Cambridge IGCSE
Business Studies syllabus. Cambridge IGCSE Business Studies Revision Guide has been written to help students to make revision as active
and effective as possible. It covers everything students need to know to do well in examinations. Along with general advice on how to prepare
for examinations, each chapter has the same easy-to-follow structure.
Constantly evolving, Information Technology (IT) is entwined with everyday life, affecting industry, education, security, the environment, the
global economy and culture. IT teachers need to balance students' understanding of IT's role within society alongside developing the skills
required to design and deliver successful IT projects. Through case studies and reflective activities drawn from a range of environments, the
authors share successful teaching and learning strategies from IT teachers and industry practitioners. This book also presents strategies for
delivery and assessment, as well as reviewing functional and key skills, such as communications, team working and problem solving. It also
helps teachers differentiate between the many IT qualifications. This text supports trainee and experienced teachers in developing exciting
and engaging IT programmes for pupils 14+ whether they are learning in schools, adult and community education or colleges.
Letts Cambridge IGCSE® Business Studies Revision Guide provides clear and accessible revision content to support all students, with lots of
practice opportunities to build your confidence and help you prepare for your Cambridge IGCSE® Maths assessments. This revision guide
covers the Cambridge IGCSE® Business Studies syllabus (0450), as well as the Cambridge O-Level syllabus (7115), both for first teaching in
2018 and first examination in 2020. * Clear and concise syllabus coverage, with key definitions and concepts highlighted.* Topics in short,
user-friendly sections to help you plan your revision in manageable chunks.* Revision tips provide essential assessment guidance.* The
Revision Guide will follow a spaced practice model of learning with three different practice opportunities. Recent research into revision
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methodologies has cited repeated practice testing and spaced practice as having the highest efficacy - this is consistently found to be highyield in terms of knowledge retained in relation to the time invested.* Quick tests with every topic, so you can check your progress - practice
opportunity 1.* Exam-style practice questions at the end of every chapter develop your exam skills - practice opportunity 2.* Mixed exam-style
questions cover a mix of questions for all the different topics in the book - practice opportunity 3.* A supporting glossary with easy-tounderstand definitions of key terms.
Fully updated and matched to the Cambridge syllabus, this stretching Student Book is trusted by teachers around the world to support
advanced understanding and achievement at IGCSE. The popular, stretching approach will help students to reach their full potiential. Written
by an experienced author, Ron Pickering, this updated edition is full of engaging content with up-to-date examples to cover all aspects of the
Cambridge syllabus. The step-by-step approach will lead students through the course in a logical learning order building knowledge and
practical skills with regular questions and practical activities. Extension material will stretch the highest ability students and prepare them to
take the next step in their learning. Practice exam questions will consolidate student understanding and prepare them for exam success.
Each book is accompanied by online access to a wealth of extra support for students including practice exam questions, revision checklists
and advice on how to prepare for an exa

Endorsed by University of Cambridge International Examinations. Cambridge IGCSE Travel and Tourism has been written
specifically for the Cambridge IGCSE Travel and Tourism syllabus. Sections have been split into units, each dealing with a
particular topic, and are cross-referenced to other units wherever appropriate. This new title contains a wide variety of activities
and questions to check and facilitate students' understanding, as well as case studies and illustrative examples encouraging
subject-based knowledge and a truly international approach.
Providing guidance that helps students practice and troubleshoot their exam technique,these books send them into their exam with
the confidence to aim for the best grades. - Enables students to avoid common misconceptions and mistakes by highlighting them
throughout - Builds students' skills constructing and writing answers as they progress through a range of practice questions Allows students to mark their own responses and easily identify areas for improvement using the answers in the back of the book Helps students target their revision and focus on important concepts and skills with key objectives at the beginning of every
chapter - Ensures that students maximise their time in the exam by including examiner's tops and suggestions on how to approach
the questions This title has not been through the Cambridge International Examinations endorsement process.
Offers complete in-depth preparation for the Cambridge IGCSE in English as a Second Language (E2L) examination. The revised
edition of this highly successful course offers complete preparation for all papers of the Cambridge IGCSE in English as a Second
Language examination. The book is endorsed by Cambridge for use with the revised syllabus. Key features include: stimulating
topics, international in perspective and relevant to IGCSE students educational needs and interests; step-by-step development of
the four skills to build confidence and competence; particular attention to developing a mature writing style with a focus on tone,
register and audience awareness; exercises in grammar, vocabulary and spelling.
A series of titles written to cover the complete Cambridge IGCSE Mathematics (0580) syllabus and endorsed by Cambridge
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International Examinations.
A complete ICT course for children from five years of age.
A comprehensive ICT resource for use alongside the IGCSE Business Studies textbook. This CD-ROM provides a range of
interactive and downloadable facilities to support learning and revision including: practice questions taken from IGCSE Paper 1;
and a multi-part revision case study covering major topics.
A young reporter on assignment is attacked and bitten by an unknown beast in rural Northern California and begins a terrifying but
seductive transformation into a being with a dual nature, both man and wolf.
The Collins Cambridge IGCSE™ ICT Student Book provides in-depth coverage of the 0417 syllabus with an engaging approach that uses
scenarios to build skills and link the theory to the practice of ICT, while showing students how to make progress, prepare for exams and
achieve their targets. • Build skills with an engaging approach that uses scenarios to link the theory to the practice of ICT. • Fully cover the
Cambridge IGCSE™ ICT syllabus with each topic broken down into manageable chunks to allow you to apply and consolidate your learning. •
Have confidence in the content and approach of the Student Book, which is written by highly experienced ICT teachers. • Prepare for exams
with end of session review and revise sections, summary boxes, exam-style and past paper questions, sample answers at different grades
and comments on these answers. • The accompanying CD-ROM includes source files to accompany practical tasks and answers to past
paper questions in the Student Book.
Cambridge O Level Principles of Accounts has been designed specifically to meet the requirements of the Cambridge syllabus. Cambridge O
Level Principles of Accounts has been written specifically for the Cambridge O Level Accounting syllabus. Accounting principles and practices
have been explained in simple language to enhance the accessibility of the contents to students whose first language is not English. The
book reflects the changes in the O Level Principles of Accounts syllabus and applies international accounting terminology.
This edition of our successful series to support the Cambridge IGCSE Biology syllabus (0610) is fully updated for the revised syllabus for first
examination from 2016. Written by an experienced teacher who is passionate about practical skills, the Cambridge IGCSE® Biology Practical
Workbook makes it easier to incorporate practical work into lessons. This Workbook provides interesting and varied practical investigations
for students to carry out safely, with guided exercises designed to develop the essential skills of handling data, planning investigations,
analysis and evaluation. Exam-style questions for each topic offer novel scenarios for students to apply their knowledge and understanding,
and to help them to prepare for their IGCSE Biology paper 5 or paper 6 examinations.
Written specifically for the Cambridge syllabus, this updated series provides clear and practical support for students and teachers. Cambridge
IGCSE First Language English, Third edition has been written specifically for the University of Cambridge International Examinations
syllabus. Written by a highly experienced and well-known author, this new and updated coursebook includes clear, practical support for
students, a diverse range of topical stimulus material to enliven the subject, imaginative activities and exam tips that build confidence and
develop the skills needed to succeed in the examination.
Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations Give your core level students the support and framework they require to get their best
grades with this book dedicated to the core level content of the latest syllabus and written specifically to ensure a more appropriate pace. Gives students the practice they require to deepen their understanding through plenty of practice questions This title has been written for
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Core content of the revised Cambridge IGCSE Mathematics (0580) syllabus.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 15th Conference on Computability in Europe, CiE 2019, held in Durham, UK, in July
2019. The 20 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 35 submissions. In addition, this volume includes 7
invited papers. The conference CiE 2018 had the following six special sessions: computational neuroscience, history and philosophy of
computing, lowness notions in computability, probabilistic programming and higher-order computation, smoothed and probabilistic analysis of
algorithms, and transnite computations.
5 full tests fully aligned with the revised Cambridge IGCSE First Language English 2020 syllabus. Ideal for use in the final year of the
Cambridge IGCSE First Language English course, this book provides scaffolded support for students approaching the examination. The book
contains five full examination papers organised by task type, accompanied by model and sample responses, mark schemes, examiner
grades and comments, learning and exam strategy training, and examiner tips.
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